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SEEASTfAN GÜNTHER 

A considerable number oftraditions (l;.adiths) even within the canonical I:Iadith 
compendia are of a somewhat legendruy or miraculous nature.1 There are, for 

· example, texts telling us that during an expedition or prior to the Battle of the 
Trench (627), the Prophet in a wondrous way provided food and water for the 
Muslims suffering from hunger and thirst; that Mul;lammad successfully 
requested rain for the people in a drought; that he healed sick eyes or a fractured 
leg; thät his prayers were heard in quite a special way; that people could improve 
their ability to memorise J;.adiths simply by spreading the Prophet's coat, and 
how magical or dead people played a role in the daily life ofthe Prophet.2 

However, the mere .indication of the existence of such, as we should say, 
obviously fantastic elements within the I:Iadith may suffice, as we are not going 
to emphasise the question of truth and untruth of whatcertain ./ladith textsteil us. 
We are interested in how events and happenings, historically proven or 
fantastically enriched, are formulated and portrayed. It will become evident, 
firstly, that there are texts within the authoritative framework of I:Iadith, the 

nature of which can be described, according to modern theory of literature, as 
'narrative' because things were not merely 'recorded' or 'reported' therein but were 

· 'narrated'. Secondly, we will detect a number of so-called signals of fictionality, 

This is notable because Qur'an 46:9 states that the Prophet did not perform miracles. This, of 
course, does not affect the miracle of the Divine Revelation. Also Mul).ammad's prophetic 
visions, the appearance of angels and Jinns, or the Prophet's Night Joumey to heaven, for 
example, rank among the category of accepted wonders, as they are closely related to the Divine 
Revelation. 

2 Cf GABRJELE VON BOLow: f:lad!the über Wunder des Propheten Mubammad in der 
Traditionssammlung des BufJari. (Diss.) Bonn 1964, 26-29. 
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which will be evidence enough to determine this t)ipe of }Jadith not·only as 
'narratives' but as 'fictional narratives'. 

An approach like this is, as one can imagine, of a problematic nature, as it 
touches upon issues of the traditional understanding of I;Iadith. W e should bear 
in mind, on the one band, that the I;Iadith is that branch of Medieval Arabic 
Iiterature with the most outstanding religious and authoritative claim in Islam, 
second only to the Qur'än, and, on the other band, that lslamic theology 
considers the I;Iadith as a corpus of text, which should transmit and repo.rt in an 
authentic and historiographically true way about real events in the Arabic 
Prophet's life and the ideal early Islamic time. Nevertheless, the clarification of 
basic theoretical premises makes it clear that the application of themy-orientated 
models and methods to I;Iadith, by no means, Iimits the value and importance of 
the I;Iadith as a primary form of literary manifestation of early · Islan1; it 
contributes instead to increasing our knowledge of the histqry and na1;ure of this 
branch of Classical Arabic Iiterature and promotes the detection of some of its 
characteristics, so far unexpected. 

1. 1heoretical premises 

1.1. Looking at I;Iadith from the viewpoint ofthe modern theoty of literature,3 

the question as to the character of the I;Iadith 'literature' is inseparably 

3 EBERHARD LÄMMERT: Baufonnen des Erzählens. Stuttgart (J.B. Metzlersehe Verlags
buchhandung) 19938 [19551

], esp. 18-23, 82-91. WARNER BERITIOFF: Fiction,"History, Myth: 
Notes towards the Discrimination of Narrative Fonns. In: MORTON W. BLOOMFIELD: The 
Interpretation ofNarrative. Theory and Practice. Harvard (Harvard University Press) 1970, 263-
287. WILHELM FüGER: Zur Tiefenstruktur des Narrativen. In: Poetica, Zeitschrill fiir 
Literaturwissenschaft (München: Fink Verlag) 6 (1972), 268-292. GERAIID GENEITE: Narrative 
Discourse. New York (Comell UP) 1980 [1972], esp. 27, 32. WIKLEF HOOPS: Fiktionalität als 
pragmatische Kategorie. In: Poetica 11 (1979), 281-317. MICHAEL J. TOOLAN: Narrative. A 
Critical Linguistic Inhvduction. London and New York (Routledge), Repr. 1994 [19881

]; 

TOOLAN provides a condensed survey on important aspects of narrative theory such as Ievels of 
narration, grammaticisation of plot structure, position of the narrators in the text., etc. FRA."'Z K. 
STANZEL: Theorie des Erzählens. Göttingen (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht) 41989 P1979]. 
WOLFGANG ISER: Das Fiktive und das Imaginäre. Frankfurt aM. (Suhrkamp) 11991. MANFRED 
JAHN: Narratologie: Methoden und Modelle der Erzähltheorie. In: Literaturwissenschaftliche 
Theorien, Modelle und Methoden. Eine Einführung. Hrsg. von ANSGAR NÜNNING. Trier 
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lntertwined with the problern of the ontological distinction between a) narrative 
(Germ.: Erziihlung, Fr.: recit) and b) other forms of statement, superficially 
similar to the narrative. The latter, above alt, applies to categories of text which 
serve the purpose of recording facts or events consistent with reality, such as 
reports, historiographical accounts or documentaries. 

As a criterion of distinction between · [fictional] narratives and texts that 
merely record facts (referred to in the following as 'reports'), at a first glance, the 

so-called aspect oftruth or genuineness ofthe respective portrayal appears tobe 
suitable. The reason for this is that the narrative - in the narrow sense of the 
word - should be regarded as a product of 'fictional creation', which does not 
have the same claim to factuality as do texts that emerged by modes ofauthentic 
reporting.4 

But this classification of text according to criteria of truth and genuineness 
soon reaches its own Iimits. The reasons are, firstly, that a narrative may absorb 
elements of reallife as settings or may constantly lean on authentic facts without 
Iosing its fictional character, i.e., its general outlines shaped by placing things 
based on creative sovereignty.s Secondly, reports, too, as is commonly known, 
do not automatically conform to reality. A report may be true, untrue or 
intentionally untrue, i.e., it is fictitious or fictitiously interspersed. Consequently, 
with regard to this obdurate pattem, a text could only be described as a narrative 
or a fictional narrative, if it has reilounced its inherent claim to authenticity, i.e., 

the implicit presumption that everything happened in reallife as described. 

1.2. On the contrary, the. modern theory of Iiterature supports the well

founded attitude that the aspect of genuineness does not play a decisive roJe in 
distinguishing 

- the mode of statement as 'narrating' vs. 'recording' and 
- the character of portrayal as 'fictional narrative' vs. 'non-fictional report'. 

While neglecting the much wider spectrum of criteria suitable for the evaluation 

of texts, a rather formal pattem would describe, at any rate, only one aspect of its 

(Wissenschaftlicher Verlag Trier) 1995, is especially valuable. 

4 KARLHE!NZ STIERLE: Erfahrung und narrative Form. Bemerkungen zu ihrem Zusammenhang in 
Fiktion und Historiographie. In: Theone und Erzählung in der Geschichte. Hrsg. von JORGEN 
KOCKA und THOMASNIPPERDEY, München (DTV) 1979,85-118, esp. 85. 

5 FüGER (fit 3) 268; HOOPS (fn. 3) 289. 
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characteristics,. namely its 'content' or signiffrJ, i.e., what is being portrayed;. ~t 
would not make it possible to provide valid evidence of its narrativity nor its 
fictionality. Consequently, the theory of Iiterature (after a dynamic process of 
development shaped by considerable shifts in priorities since Antiquity) 
classifies large parts of historiographical Iiterature as non-fictional but 
nevertheless narrative.6 In the field which is described by the antipodes 
'experience' (as the primary Ievel of mental reflection) and 'knowledge' (as the 
most sophisticated one ), historiography is, thus, recognised as a kind of narrative 
zero stage in the middle of both, but tending to become knowledge in an ever 
purer form.7 It hence rids itself more and more consistently of subjective breaks 
in experience. On the other band, fictional narratives can be determined as being 
modifications of experience, which in their purest form come to fiuition in 
narrative fiction. Accordingly, 

forms of experience vs. forms ofknowledge, 
- fictional narrative vs. factual narrative, 
- the imaginative type of Iiterature vs. the practical one, 8 

describe the broad spectrum of possibilities of narration. This insight is 
significant and an essential tertninological prerequisite for our Iiterary 
investigations into I;Iadith, as this Iiterary branch has, to some extent, distinctly 
historiographical traits. It also becomes clear that premises like this do not 
primarily concern a distinction of l;.adiths according to criteria such a.~ fact vs. 
fiction or history vs. fantasy, but according to the complexity of the modes and 

6 See KLAus HEITMANN: Das Verhältnis von Dichtung und Geschichtsschreibung in der älteren 
Theorie. In: Archiv fiir Kulturgeschichte (Köln: Böhlau) 52 (1970), 244-279. Conceming the 
terminological development of the relation of histoty to literature, see LIONEL GROSSMANN: 
History and Literature. Reproduction or Signification. In: ROBERT H. CARARY, HENRY KOZICKI: 
The Wdtlng of Histoiy. Literary Fonn and Historical Understanding. Wisconsin (The University 
of Winscxinsin Press) 1978, 3-39. DIE1RICH HAR1H: Historik und Poetik. Plädoyer fiir ein 
gespanntes Verhältnis. In: HAR1MUT EGGER, ULRICH PROFITLICH, KLAUS R. SCHERFE (Eds.): 
Geschichte als Literatur. Fonnen und Grenzen der Repräsentation von Vergangenheit Stuttgart 
(J.B. Metzlersehe Verlagsbuchhandlung) 1990, 13-28. GERAR.D GENETTE: Fictional Narrative,. 
Factual Narrative. In: Poetics Today(Tel Aviv) 11/4 (1990), 755-774. ANSGAR NONNING: Von 
histodscher Fiktion zu histodographischer Metapher. L· Theon'c, Typologie und Poetik des 
histodseben Romans. Trier (Wissenschaftlicher Verlag Trier) 1994. 

7 STIERLE (fu. 4) 86. 

8 ISER (fn. 3) 18-23; HARTH (fn. 6) 13. 
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methods of · portrayal, i.e., we differentiate between 'factual' and 'fictional' 
narration in I;Iadith.9 

1.3. On the basis of this, the following working rules may be instrumental in 
an investigation into I;Iadith: 

1.3 .1. The individual ]Jadith is regarded as a textual entity. In order to figure 
out, firstly, its possible narrativity, all aspects, characteristics and intertwined' 
processes of its narration may be understood within the framework of a 'narrative 
complex' (Germ.:· Erzählkomplex).10 The latter is made up of three basic 
elements: 

A) the narrative act realised in a narrative situation (in short: process of 
narrating); 

B) the 'narrative text' or narrative discourse, i.e., the substantially existing or 
present text, the realisation of a story as text, the howis being narrated (Fr.: 
signitien~, or the shaping of a story by its narrator; 

C) the 'story' (Germ.: die eigentliche GescJJichte; Fr.: signifi6, histoire), i.e., the 
content of the text, or the connection of the events narrated according to their 
chronological order.u 

1.3 .2. As the narrative situation 12 essentially constitutes the so-called 
character of being (Germ.: Seins-Charaktel) of narration, the }Jadith-texts will 
thus be investigated with regard to.two 'basic moments ofnarration'.13 These are: 

9 The decision to place emphasis on the distinction between 'factual' and 'fictional' narration makes 
it possible to regard the individual l)adJtiJs as what they really are: texts. This is important 
because, in this way, an involvement in the traditional discussions by Muslim and 'Western' 
researchers with regard to the authenticity vs. non-authenticity and chronology of l:ladlth should, 
for the time being, be ruled out. The terrn Iiefion will not be used here as it seems that Iiefion as a 
category has been defined by modern scholars sometimes not only in cantrast but in opposition 
to histozy, see esp. BER1HOFF (fu. 3) 271-2. Such an attitude would be unjustified in the case of 
l:ladlth., as we will see later on. 

I 0 Accordin& to the plain and practical model by GENEITE (fu. 3) 27, 32; cf. also JAHN (fu. 3) 30-31. 

II HlLARY P. DANNENBERG: Die Entwicklung von Theorien der Erzählstruktur und des Plot
Begriffs. In: Literaturwisse.nsehaflliehe Theorien, Modelle, und Methoden. Eine Einfiihrung. 
Hrsg. von ANSGAR NONNING. Trier (Wissenschaftlicher Verlag Trier) 1995, 51-68, here 51; 
NONNING(fu. 6) 116. 

12 See JAHN (fu. 3) 30-31, 38-39. 

13 STANZEL (fn. 3) 72. These aspects ofnarration connect the narrative situation (~ A) with the 
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( a) the perspective of narration: ( a1) intemal perspective: a [ directly] co-acting 
narrator is present; (aJ extemal perspective: the narrator is not part ofthe plot; 

(b) grammatical form (I-, He-, You-Form 14
). 

15 

1.3.3. A paradigm of signals, so-called a) contextual-pragmatic and b) textual 
(e.g., linguistic and stylistic) indicators offictionality, 16 will finally provide proof 
to determine the given l;adith not only as 'narrative' but 'fictional narrative'. In 
this context, we wilf especially consider the process of narrating, which has been 
established as a main criterion offictionality. 

1.3.4. However, proving fictional elements in the I:Iadith raises the question 
to what extent is 'fictionalisation' connected with the socio-literruy phenomenon 
of'imagination'. What these terms mean in our context can be explained, in brief, 
as follows: 

FICITONALISA110N 

actual or histodcal event, 

1 
the act, procedure; or product of 
authorial or personal narrating 
and transmitting: shaped by 
individual experience and 
formulation on the basis of 

IMAGINA110N 

expedence, mental image or conception 

1 
the process offorming mental 
images: thereby, sometimes, 
reproducing in the mind images or 
concepts stored in one's memory in 
allusion to associated images ( or, of 

narrative discourse ( ~ B) and shape the character ofthe stmy of a given l;ad!th ( ~ C). 

14 The latter, however, is ratherseldom and implies I-form, see STANZEL(fn. 3) 191-192. -Attention 
will also be paid to literruy-theoretical findings, according to which one narrator may use another 
narrator to tell the stmy, i.e., he uses a narrating medium ( ~ indirect narrating). 

15 The special practicability of this distinction in Ancient Iiteratures is emphasised by BERND EFFE: 
Entstehung und Funktion 'personaler' Erzählweise in der Erzählliteratur der Antike. In: Poetica 7 
(1975) 135-157. The philosophical dimension of the forms of individual(ised) narration is 
discussed by DAVID CARR: Time, NBIT8tivc and HistOiy. [Studics in Phenomenology and 
Existential Philosophy, ed. by JAMES M. EDIE]. Bloomingtonllndianapolis (lndiana University 
Press) 1986, esp. 46-57, 119-121. 

16 IsER (fh. 3) 35 and NONN!NG (fu. 6) 155; conceming signals ofreality in non-fictional texts, see 
REINHART KOSELLECK: Vergangcne Zukunft Zur Semantik geschichtlicher Zeiten. Frankfurt 
aM. (Suhrkamp) 1989 [19791], 285. A checklist of linguistic and stylistic categories for the 
analysis of a fictional text is given by ÜEOFFREY N. LEECH, MICHAEL H. SHORT: Style in fiction. 
A linguistic introduction to English prose. London, New York (Longman) 199210 [1981 1

], 74-
118. 
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"" re-combining past experiences) 

(neH? mental image or concept of what 

is not actually present in the mind 

1.3.5. Now considerations will be made, whether (and if so, how) 

fictionalisation in certain ./;ladiths was possibly suitable as a medium and means 
of early Islamic education, taking into account the claim by I:Iadith of imparting 
exemplary instruction and rules to the Muslim individual and society. 

2. The problem ofthe nature of Qadith 

According to Muslim understanding, the corpus ofi:Iadith preserves, in a textual 
shape, what the Prophet Mul;tammad saicl,' did or condoned. If one follows this 

stance, the canonical I:Iadith texts17 convey the Prophet's sayings, or the 
statements made by his closest companions, authentically in terms of wording 
and content. It includes important information on the actual circumstances or the 
context ofthe Divine Revelation to Mul;tammad, and reports on central events or 
interesting episodes in the early Islamic period. This subject matter makes the 
I:Iadith particularly significant for Islamic religious doctrine and jurisprudence. 
I;Iadith-texts claim to truly refer to real events. In both Islamic theology and 
jurisprudence precisely this highly- important claim to »authenticity« of the 

I:Iadith stems, on the one band, from its textual manifestations. On the other 

hand, this claim has essentially contributed to shaping this genre of Medieval 

Arabic Iiterature into its present form. 

2.1. The Muslim Science ofTradition established paradigms, which classify 

./;ladiths into several categories and sub~categories, corresponding, for example, 

to theological aspects or technical aspects of transmission.18 Basically it 

distinguishes texts of a) a juridical character (./;ladith a!-a./;lkäm), b) a rather 
historiographical character (maghäzi, sirahi9 and b1) ./;ladiths that concem other 
manifold subjects. Especially this latter sub-group of ./;ladiths reflects Muslim life 

17 For practical reasons, only the -kutub al-tis<ah, the core piece ofl:ladlth, is referred to here. 

18 JAMES ROBSON: lnvestigation and Classification. In: The Muslim World (Hartford) 41 (1951 ), 
98-112. 

19 MUHAMMAD ZUBA YR SIDDIQI:· Hadith Literature. lts Odgins, Development Special Featuresand 
Cn"ticism. Calcutta(Calcutta University Press) 1961, esp. 13-14. 
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in all its diversity. Such texts tell us about people in the mosque and in the 
marketplace, in the field, the desert, the living room and bedroom, in court and at 
play, what people did at night and during the day. They 'tell' us people's joys, 
concems, rejoicing and complaints; also the science of the early Islamic period, 
historical memories, anecdotes, and rich wise sayings are recounted.20 

2.2. Let us put aside the traditional attitude towards the class~fication of 
ijadith and take a Iook at it as a corpus of texts. Formally one may split 
individual./;Jadiths into two groups of text: 

a) Short J;adiths of only some lines in print, in which eye-witnesses or 
eavesdroppers relate one or several statements made by the Prophet ( or by one of 
his companions or their direct successors) verbatim and without any comment. 
These small text fragments consist, in their purest form, merely of a chain of 
transmitters (isnäd) and the actual text ofthe Prophet's saying handed down. But 
also other witnesses' 'reports', which contain a Prophet's saying and brief 
information given by the witness (mostly conceming the context of a respective 
Prophet's saying, which makes up the core of the given l;adith) feature in this 
categmy. 

b) The other group oftext comprises ofthe Ionger or long ./;Jadiths (up to one 
page in print or more) which seem tobe 'reports' by witnesses or contemporaries 
of the Prophet. They inform us about the actions and the life of the Prophet or his 
companions, or, as mentioned above, about other important or interesting events 
in early lslamic history. They frequently include the Prophet's sayings or the 
conversations of different persons, partially in reported speech. 

It has to be taken into account- as a scientific criterion - that such ./;Jadiths, if 
one understands them in the conventional sense as 'reports' (see 1.1.), cannot 
totally conform to reality, i.e., that they cannot include all relevant facts. Tbey 
may also be distorted in some way, as, in simple terms, each report is inevitably 
a subjectively made choice of recounted events. Moreover, it always includes 
facts related by a person, i.e., by a 'temperament' or 'figure of reflection'. 

Nevertheless, one can expect a direct relationship between the first or original 
mu./;Jaddith and the event(s) described. In other words, the eye-witness directly 
recounts (actual or alleged) historical events, i.e., without any mediator (Germ.: 

20 DIEIER FERcHEL: $ab!Q al-Bu!Jlfrf. Nachrichten von Taten und Aussprüchen des Propheten 
MyfJammad Stuttgart(Reclam) 1991,9. 
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ZwischemilstanZ). Hence, ./ladith texts in principle, and, thus, in accordance with 
traditional pattems of literary theoreti~l classification, should be categorised 
anew as non-fictional and their mode of portrayal as 'factual narration'. 
Consequently, ftom a formal point of view the I:Jadith seems - once again - to 
entirely fulfil the criteria that are connected with reporting, recounting 'reports' 
or, in a narrow sense, with historical accounts. 

However, does this constitute a full characterisation of I:Iadith as being not 
only a textual but a 'fine' literary - and fictional- manifestation? Do not certain 
./ladiths ( especially the texts referred to in 2.1_. b and b1) actually fonnulate things 
based on creative sovereignt;!! Are not these events and happenings narrated and 
fictionalised on the basis of individual experience rather than merely recorded 
and reported on the basis of knowledge? An in-depth analysis of the nature and 
structure of three exemplary ./ladiths will, as a first step, pave the way for a 
reconsideration of this important branch of classical Arabic Iiterature?' 

3. N8IT8tion and flctionalisation as exemplifled in three l;ladiths 

An alternative type-setting and the emphasis through different fonts are designed 
to demoostrate the specific textual characteristics of the ./ladiths such as structure 
with regard to Ievels of plot, time sequences, speech and reported speech, 
interpolations, and the like.22 

21 For alternative literruy theoretical investigations into traditions of a distinctly historical nature 
· (khabar, pl. akhbtii'J, see STEFAN LEDER: The Literruy Use ofthe Khabar. In: The Byzantine and 
Early lslamic Near Eas~ 1: Problems in the Literary Source Matedal, ed. A CAMERON and L.I. 
CoNRAD. Princeton 1992. Furthermore DANIEL BEAUMONT: Hard-Boiled: Narrative Discourse in 
Early Muslim Traditions. In: Studia /slamica 83 (1996), 5-31, examined akhblirtaken from Ibn 
·Is\Jaq's, al-Waqidl's and Ibn Sa'd's compilations from the narratological viewpoint As his new 
study was available to me only while revising this article for publication, it is interesting to note 
that BEAUMONT obtained a number of results similar to the conclusions drawn from analysing 
canonical /;Jad!ths. See also SAHAIR EL CALAMAWY: Narrative elements in the I:Iadith literature. 
In: The Cambnäge _History of Arabic Literature. Arabic Iiterature to the end of the Umayyad 
pedod, Carnbridge ao. (Carnbridge University Press) 1983, 308-316; however, according to the 
modern theory, this chapter should be entitled 'fictional' rather than 'narrative' elernents in the 
I:Iadith literature. 

22 For the purpose of theoretical demonstration and description of text, a more fluent 'literruy' 
rendeiing ofthe /;lad!tlr3 was renounced and a translation from the philological point ofview was 
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3.1. 1heBedouin woman'sremarkahlemeetingwith theProphet 

Musaddad23 told us, he said: Y al;lyä ihn Sa'ld24 told me, he said: <A Wf 25 told 
us, he said: Abü Rajä:>26 told us on the authority of'Imrän27

, he said: 

[ONCE] WE WERE TRA VELLING WITII THE PROPHET($). We carried 
on travelling until the last part ofthe night. [Finally] we [halted at a 
place and] slept deeply. There is no sleep sweeter for 
a traveller than that [in the last part of the 
night]! So i t was only the heat ofthe sun that awakened us. 

The :first to wake up was so-and-so, then so-and-so and then so-and
so - Abü Rajä> named them but <A wf had forgotten [ the names that 
Abü Rajä> bad told him] -, and then the fourth person [to wake up] 
was <umar ihn al-Khatfäh. Whenever the Prophet used to 
sleep, nobody would wake him up till he hirnself 
got up, as we did not know what was happening 
[i.e., what was being revealed] to him in his 
sleep. So, when <umar got up and saw what bad happened to the 
people- and he was a strong man -, he said 'Allähu akbar'. 
He raised bis voice and kept on saying [even more] loudly 'Allähu 
akbar' till the Prophet($) got up [because of it]. 

When he [the Prophet] got up, the people informed him about what 
bad happened to them (Le., that they bad missed the morning prayer 
while sleeping). He said: »There is no harm« or: »lt will not do any 
harm. Setforth!«. 

So he [the Prophet] departed from that place. AFrER COVERING 
SOME DISTANCE (ghayr ba'ld) the Prophet ($) dismounted and asked 
[for some water] to perform [his] ahlution[s]. So he performed [his] 

preferred. Only the obdurate qala was replaced sometimes by suitable synonyms to make the 
sequence of plot more intelligible. Names of characters were occasionally substituted. 

23 Abü 1-l;lasan Musaddad ibn Masrahad al-Azdl ( d. 227/842 in Basra), inforrner of al-Bukhari. 

24 Abü Sa<Id al-Al)wal Yai).yll ibn Sa1d ibn Farrllkh al-Tamiml (d. 198/813-4 in Basra). 
25 Abü Sah! <Awfibn Abi Jamilah ai-<Abdi al-A<r!ibi (Basra, d. 146/763). 

26 Abü Raja> <Jmran ibn Taym al-<utaridi (Basra, d. 107 /725). 

27 Abu Nujayd <Jmran ibn al-I:I~yn ibn Thayd ibn Khalaf al-Khi1Zll1 ( d. 52/672 in Basra). 
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ablution[ s]. The call for the prayer was pronounced, and he led the 
people in prayer. After he bad finished the prayer, [he saw] a man 
sitting a short distance away who had not prayed with the people. He 
asked: 

»Ü so-and-so, what prevented you from praying with the people?« 
Hereplied: 

"I am in the state ofjanäbah,28 but there is no water." The Prophet 
said: 

>> Y ou have to take [clean] earth, this will suffice for you (i.e., to 
clean yourself and tobe allowed to pray)!« 

THEN Tiffi PROPHET CARRIED ON 1RAVELLING. [But after a while] 
the people complained to him ofthirst. Thereupon he got down [from 
his horse], called a [certain] person- Abü Rlljil> had named him but 
~wf[told us that he] had forgotten [his name]- and 'Ali, and gave 
them both the order »Go and bring [ us] water«! 

SO TiffiY WENTIN SEARCH OF WATER. [After some time] they meta 
woman who was sitting on a camel between two bags of water. They 
asked [her]: 

"Where can we find water?", she replied: 
"I was there [i.e., at the water hole] this time yesterday, and my 

people were behind me" .29 

They requested her to accompany them .. When she asked 'Where?', 
they said 'To God's Apostle!'. [And when] she asked 'Do you mean the 
man who is called The one with a new religion (al-~bP )?', they 
replied 'Yes, he is the one you mean! So, come along [with us ]'. 

THEY TOOK HER TO Tiffi PROPHET (S) and told [him] the [whole] 
story. [Then] he said to the people: »Help herto dismount!« 

[Now] the Prophet asked for a jug, then he opened the mouth of the 
bags and poured some water into the pot. Then he closed the big 

28 I.e., after having sexual intercourse either with apersonor in a dream which forbids prayer unless 
after having a bath. 

29 This means that one needs a full day to travel to this water hole. 
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[upper] openings ofthe bags and opened the lower ones. So the people 
were called upon [with the words] 'Quench the thirst [ ofthe people and 
the animals] and drink'. So evexybody who wished [to do so] gave 
water [to the people and animals], and quenched [his] thirst. At last the 
Prophet gave a jug of water to the one who was [still] in the state of 
janäbah and said [to him ]: »Go and pour it over your body!« 

The woman was standing, watehing [ evexything that] they were 
doing with her water. [But,] by God, when her water bags were 
retumed [to her] they looked as if they were fuller 
than they had ever been before! 

Then the Prophet (S) ordered [the people]: »Collect something for 
her!« So they collected dates, flour and sawtcjO for her till they had 
brought together (food) [which would be enough] for a 
[ good] meal. Then they put [all of] it in a piece of cloth, helperl her 
[to sit] on her camel and placed the sack full of food in front of her. 
Then the Prophet said to her: »You may know, wehavenot taken any 
ofyour water. But God is the one who has quenched our thirst.{< 

SHE RETURNED TO HER RELATIVES from whom she was seperated 
[because of this event]. Her relatives asked her: 

"0 so-and-so, what has delayed you?" She answered: 

"A strange thing! Two men met me, took me to the man who is 
called The one with a new religion ( al-~bi), and he did such and such. 
By God, he is either the greatest magician betWeen this and this" -
[ thereby] gesturing with her middle and index fingers, raisirig them 
towards the sky, pointing at heaven and earth - "or he 
is truly God's Apostle". 

AFrERWARDS THE MUSLIMS USED TO ATTACK THE PAGANS around 
her abode but they never touched her village. 

ONE DAY she said to her people: "I think that these people leave us 
in peace and quiet on purpose. Have you got any inclination to Islam?" 

They obeyed her, and all of them embraced Islam. 

30 That is a mush of dates. 
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Abü <Abdalläh [ai-Bukhäli] said: [The word] $8ba> [means] 'to desert one 
religion for another [ new religion ]'. [ And] Abü <Äliya3 1 said: The $äbPüd2 are a 
group of the People of the Book (firqah min ahJ al-kitäb) who recite the 
Ps~lms.33 

As is well known from many /;J.aditlls, here a Prophet's companion recounts 
events in the desert on one of the Prophet's numerous expeditions. We learn 
from the isnäd and from the introductory passage of the text, that <Jmrän ihn al
iju~yn al-Khuzä'i, known as a reliable transmitter from Basra, was an eye
witness of these events. He hirnself 'reporis' .on what happened; he vows and 
guarantees the authenticity of his report. The /;J.adith, being unique within the -
kutub al-tis'ah, is of a canonical character through its appearance in al-Bukhän's 
$a/;J.i/;1-collection. So far so good. A closer Iook at the text sheds light on the 
finely differentiated structure and the quite sophisticated way of the portrayal of 
events related. 

3 .1.1. One may notice in the text no less than seven 'sections of acting'. These 
sections make up the plot and stand out against each other in terms of 
chronological criteria and content. They are connected by means of certain 
phrases, through which the mul;.addith is able to Cross from one Ievel of action to 
the next, or through which the listener, or reader of the /;J.adith will conceive the 
begim1ing of a new section of the p!ot: e.g., by mentioning "[Once] we were 
travelling", or "After covering some distance", or "Then the Prophet carried on 
travelling". By means of this, the mul;.addith also shortens whole sections of the 
plot, which obviously appear to be less important for portraying the events. For 
example, a trip Iasting several hours or even a day is expressed in a single 

31 RafT ibn Mihrän al-Rab!ii}I (Basra, d. 90/ 709). 

32 Designation ofthree different sects; cf. E/2 Vlll, 672, and C. BUCH: The identity ofthe $äbitln: 
ahistorical quest. In: Muslim World 74 (1984), 172-186. 

33 Cf. $al;$ al-Bukhäri, no. 344 (book 7: On rubbing hand and face with clean earth. The 
numbering is according to Fa$ al-blir! bi-sharl) $aJ;ifJ al-imtfm Ab! <All M lsmtl'll ai-Bukhlir! li
Aflmad ibn <Al! Ibn .(/E!J"ar al-<AsqaltinL Ed M F. 'ABD AL-BAQI and MUI;ImB AL-DIN AL-KHATIB, 
14 vols., Cairo 1407 /1986-7). For the "extraction" ( takhrg) oftbis .(Jad!th, see $al;ifJ Muslim, no. 
682 (Ed. 'ABo AL-BAQI, Cairo 1955-56); Sunan Abi Dawod, no. 443 (Ed. MUI;IAJvt.'MD MUI;I.YI' 
AL-DIN mN 'ABo AL-l;IAMID, 2 vols., Cairo n.d.); Musnad Ai)mad ibn I;Ianbal, no. 19397, 19462 
(Ed. SHU'AYB AL·ARNA'OT and 'ÄDIL MURSHID, 5 vols., Beirot 1413-4/1993-4). For its 
"beginnings" (atrti/j, see $al)ifJ al-Bukhari, no. 347, 3571. 
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sentence: "So they went in search ofwater", or: "They took her to the Prophet'', 

or: "She retumed to her relatives". Changes of location and time, too, are bridged 
in this way: "Afterwards the Muslims used to attack the pagans", or ''One day 
she said to her people". In addition, indefinite formulations of date and time, a 
missing chronological division of event, and certain linguistic elements of 
narration, i.e., expressions such as "then" (thwnma) and "so" (the so-called 
'narrative fa..') are to be observed. Vocabulary like this is regarded as a typical 
criterion of 'fictional narration'; it is well-known ftom different fictional genres 
of literature, not least ftom fairy-tales. 

3.1.2. By introducing the report as "(Once] we were travelling", the 
mu{Jaddith connects hirnself closely with the events recounted and, thus, he 
emphasises the authenticity of his portrayal. His remark about the sleeping 
Prophet, "as we did not know what was happening", indicates that he is part of 
the plot, even if only a minor character. He relates the events ftom inside the 
plot. This 1- or We-form of a '(visible) intemal narrator' is an indication ofthe so
called 'original personal way ofnarrating'.34 

3 .1.3 . However, as early as at the end of the introduction ( section 1) up to the 
end of the l;adith, the I-form is transformed to the He-form; and the 'original 
personal' way of reporting becomes a so-called 'medial personal' one. This 
means, on the one hand, that the mu{Jaddith relates the events or certain persans 
ftom his own personal point of view. On the other hand, he recounts the world 
described in the text, to a certain extent, with literary supremacy and in a 
relatively neutral way. Same quite emotionally charged remarks and comments 
by the mu{Jaddith are reminiscent of a mixture of the 'personal' and 'authorial' 
way of narrating, even if the latter comes to its full ftuition only at the end of the 
text. For we can clearly hear his voice when he states: "and <Umar was a strong 
man" or: "she was gesturing with her ... fingers, pointing at heaven and earth"; or 
"the people brought tagether (food) [which would be enoligh] for a [good] 
meal"; or "when her water bags were retumed they looked as if they were fuller 
than they had ever been before!". In addition to this, generalisations such as 
"Whenever the Prophet used to sleep, nobody would wake him up" not only . 
speak in favour of a 'personal' but 'authorial' way of narrating. And the statement 
by the mu{Jaddith, "There is no sleep sweeter for a traveller than that [in the last 

34 Conceming peculiarities ofthe fictionality in 1- and He-narration, .see STANZEL (fu. 3), 110-115. 
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part ofthe night]", finally makes it unequivocally obvious that here the mode of 

portrayal has nothing in common anymore with tl1at of a purely 'factual' and 
unemotional report. In fictio~al narratives, however, such insertions and 
sympathetic coloration are invigorating details and, in fact, typical. All these, 
more or less obvious signals (e.g., the summarising ofwhole sections ofthe plot 
into short phrases, the generalisation, coloration and emotional comments on· 
actions or characters) clearly indicate the fictionalisation ofthat portrayal. 

3 .1.4. Finally, at the end of the ./;ladith, the mu./;laddith leaves the platform of 
an alleged reporter or eye-witness, and th!s in defiance of the strict criteria of 
traditional I:Iadith criticism. In section 6 and 7 the 'original reporter', 'Imrän, 
relates events in detail, which occurred on or after the retum of the Bedouin 
woman to her tribe. From what <J:mrän teils us in the first parts of the text, we 
have to conclude that he definitely was not a 'witness' to these events. 
Nevertheless, he relies on no other source or guarantor but hirnself for the 
accuracy of these parts of his report. He recounts, in his own words, what may 
have happened, far away from the group around the Prophet and, hence, from the 
world as he experienced it himself. The fictionality of the text reaches its climax. 
Events are related based upon a position which describes the themy of Iiterature 
as 'omnipotent, superior and supreme'. Only this narrative omniscience makes it 
possible for the mu./;laddithto Iet his view pass through different Ievels of reality, 
to intersper~e talks between the Bedouin woman and her relatives at the remote 
camp as a dialogue, and to relate what she asked her people one day: "I think that 
these people leave us on purpose. Have you got any inclination to Islam?". The 
'outside narrator' invisible in these passages rounds off the ./;ladith with the 
statement "They obeyed her, and all ofthem embraced Islam". The narration has 
fully developed its fictional character. 

3 .1.5. Only this kind of portrayal, i.e., the fictionalisation of the related 
happenings, along with the final statement emphasise the exemplary positive 
demeanour ofthe Prophet and, later on, its favourable results. Irrespective ofthe 
water miracle, · performed by the Prophet, the allegorical message of the ./;ladith 
becomes ciear in two respects: firstly, generosity, decency and human behaviour 
in situations which initially do not indicate this are finally rewarded. In the desert 
the woman shared the water with the thirsty Muslims, which she had arduously 
procured for her relatives. She did so without knowing that she will be 
compensated by God. Her village is spared from an attack by Muslim warriors 
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due to this good deed?5 Furthennore, an ordin3!)' woman impressed by the 
beneficial actions of the Prophet but also by the benevolent behaviour of the 
Muslim warriors is able to make her relatives embrace Islam, hence 
strengthening the Muslim community. Thus, the text clearly takes on the 
character of an educationaljJaditb, serving both theological and ethical Muslim 
instruction. 

3.2. The black slave girl and the red Jeather scarf 

A ($al1JI;J. al-Bukhäri, no. 439) B (Sal;ib. al-Bukhäri, no. 3835) 

CUbayd ihn Ismä'II36 told us, he said: Farwah ihn Abii-Maghrä"'1 told us: 'All 

Abü Usämah37 told us on the authority ihn Mushir"2 reported us on the 

of Hishäm38
, [and he) on his father'sl9 authority of Hishäm,[and he) on his 

authority, [and he) on the authority of father's authority, [and he) on the 

that a slave girl ( walidah) -
she was a black and 
had belonged to an 
Arab tribe, [however] 
they manurnitted her 
but she remained with 
them - told [her]: 

authority of'A>ishah (R), she said: 

"A black Jady (imra>ah 
sawdä') - she had bel'onJ.red 
tosome.Ambs[as slave] -

35 The (unexpected) compensation for a good deed isanarrative motif, which is further developed, 
artistically speaking, especially in later texts ofMedieval Arabic Iiterature such as ofthe geme of 
al-muk:II!irah (" Just DesertS') and al-faraj ba'da 1-shiddah ("Deliverance aller Distress'). See also 
A. HAMoru 's contribution to this volume. 

36 Abil Mubammad CUbayd ihn IsmäCU ai-Habbärl ai-Qurashl, informer of ai-Bukhärl (Kufa, d. 
250/864). 

37 Abil Usämahi;Iammäd ihn Usämah ai-Qurashl (Kufa, d. 201/816-17). 

38 Abil 1-Munqidh Hisharn ihn CUrwah ihn ai-Zubayr ai-Azdl (lived in Medina, d. 145/762 in· . 
Baghdad). 

39 Abil 'Abdalläh CUrwah ihn al-Zubayr ihn ai-'Awwäm ai-Azdl (Medina, d. 931712). 

40 Umm 'Abdalläh <A>ishah bint Abi Bakr ai-Siddiq (Medina, d. 57/677). 

41 Abill-Qasim Farwah ihn Abi 1-Maghrä, Ma'di Karib ai-Kindi (Kufa, d. 255/868). 

42 Abül-l:lasan 'All ihn Mushir ai-Qurashl (Kufa, d. 189/802). 
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" "[Once] one of their girls 

(~biyyah) went out wearing a 

red scarf made of leather, 

decomted with pearls and 

stones ( wishiii) afnnar min 
suyar)". She went on 
saying. "She placed it 

somewhere or it feil from her. 

Then a kite passed by that 

place seeing it lying there, 

mistaking it for a piece of 

meat, [took it] and flew away 

with it 

Those people searched 

[evezywhere] for it but did not 

find it" She said "So [at 

least] they accused me of 

steruing it "" 

She [<Ä'ishah] said: 

"So they suddenly started to 
check [this black slave girl] 
and checked even her 
private parts. She told [mej-

"By God, since I was standing 

with these people, the kite 

passed by [again], dropped the 

scarf [down, and it feil] 

arnongst them." 

She told[me]: 

"So I said to them 'This is what 

you accused me of although I 

was innocent! Here, there it is 

[what you have been searching 

for]!'" 

449 
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Then [ continuing her report] 
she said: 

"This slave girl [later] came 
to God's Apostle and 
embraced Islam." 

<kishah said: 
"1ben she had a tent- or a 
small room with a low roof 
-in the mosque. 

[ODen] she used to come to 
me, and to have a taJk with 
me. And whenever she sat 
with me, she recited· 

"The Day of the Scarf was 

one of our Lord's wonders. 

Verily, He rescued me from 

the disbelievers' town"." 

She [<kishah] said: 

"Once I asked her: 

' Mat is the matter with you? 
Menever you sit with me, 
you always recite [ this 
VC.ß'e]?' "; 

and she [<kishah] said [fmally]: 

"So she told me this storyl'. 

embraced Islam. 

1ben she had a small room 
with a low roof in the 
mosque." 

She [~'ishah] said: 

"[ODen] she used to visit us 
and to have a taJk with us. 
And whenever she fimfshe~d 
her talk, she recited: 

"The Day of the Scatf was one 

of our Lord's wonders. 

Verily, He rescued me from the 

disbelievers' town" ." 

After repeating [this verse] 
many tim es, ~'ishah asked her: 

' Mat was the Day of the 
Scarf?', 

she (i.e., the black Lady) said: 

(juwayriyah), belonging to one 

of my people, went out wearing 

a scarf made of [reddy-brown] 
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And it feil :fi:om her. 

Then a kite passed by that 

place,. mistaking it for a piece of 

meat, and took it 

They (i.e., her people) accused 

me [ of stealing it] and tortured 

me to such an extent that they 

even Iooked at my private parts. 

So, while they all were araund 

me- and I was in great distress 

- suddenly the kite tumed [to 

us again] till it was in front of 

oureyes. 

Theri it threw [down] the scarf. 

So they took it 

· So, I said to them 'This is what 

you accused me of although I 

was innocent!"" 

451 

The narrative structure of this example is more complex and not easy to 
camprehend at ftrst sight. 

3.2.1. A muf.J.addith recounts a story by <Nishah at an obvious narrative 

distance. In text A, he ( or one of the guarantors mentioned in the isniid) refers to 
"that" (Arab.: anna) the following was narrated by her. He commences bis 
recounting with the contextual information that "she [i.e., the black girl] bad 
belonged as a slave to an Arab tribe, [however,] they manwnitted her but she 
nimained with them". After this introduction <Nishah's (narrator 2) actual 
narration begins. As in text A there is no syntactical personal relationship of the 
frrst qäla~ it is not really clear whether <A>ishah recounts or if, within the 
framewerk of her narrating, the slave girl ( walidah) is quoted without a 
transition. Rcould be surmised :from the structure of text A that this constitutes 
the walidah' s recounting of events, however, it only becomes clear through a 
synopsis with the parallel text B. The slave girl (narrator 3), in her turn, relates 
what happened to her in the camp of an Arab tribe. Both the slave girl and the 
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tribe, with whom she was associated on her release, as weil as the location ofthe 
events remain anonymaus throughout the texts. 

3.2.2. The claim to authenticity ofthe events related is, apart from the chain 
of trustworthy transmitters, linguistically emphasised in the Arabic text by 
quoting individual sentences. These are introduced or connected in a stereotype 
way by using "she said", qälat A shift within the narrative perspective in the 
course ofthe text (i.e., a change from narrator 3 to narrator 2; from the slave girl 
to <Nishah) is expressed merely by changing personal pronouns: "She [i.e., the 
slave girl] said: So[at least] they accused me ofstealing it", then <Ä'ishah: "So 
they suddenly started to check and checked even her private parts", then again 
the slave girl: "By God, since I was standing with these people". Only at the 
beginning ofthe next section ofplot (~ 2) the mu/laddith (narrator 1) moves 
<kishah as narrator 2 to the fore: "Then she (i.e., <kishah) said: "This slave girl 
[later] came to God's Apostle ... ", again <kishah: "Then she bad a tent I [Often] 
she used to come to me I Once I asked her". Through <Ä'ishah's final sentence 
"So she told me this story" (Arab.: fa-baddathatni bi-hädhä 1-badith), version A 
interestingly comes full circle, puts the reader back to the beginning of the story 
and would make it possible to start its narration anew again and again. 

3.2.3. The badith is well-suited to making clear the perspective of narration 
with regard to the whole"text by determining the narrators' positions. 

badith A badithB 

narrmorl--------~~

.mubaddith 

narrator2 

<kishah 

narrator3 

slave girl 

starfing point 
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a) The mu.(Jaddith (narrator 1) is an~ invisible (extemal) narrator. In text A 
after a brief introduction, he puts the individual scenes side by side without any 
comment. All events are adequately recounted in the third person (He/She-fom1). 
Hence the style appears to be almost similar to a portrayal, which records facts, 
or to a report. 

b) 'Ä'ishah is mentioned in the isnäd as the main narrator (narrator 2), 
however, in the first section of plot ·she remains invisible as such. She is implied 
only through the mode of narration ( ~ undramatised narrator, or: implicit 
narrator). Her description in the third person, the mostfrequent and traditional 
form ofnarration,43 is the most important indieation oftbis evaluation. Only at 
the end of the first section (see I b) does she openly appear as a conceivable 
individual in the text ( ~ dramatised narrator). 

c) The slave girl teils her own stmy. She relates the events by the mode of an 
original narration. She is the main character of the story and has a direct 
influence on the events, which she recounts in the personal I-form ( ~ intemal 
narrator). 

The overall concept of the /Jadith makes it clear that <A>ishah expounds the 
world of the narrative based on her knowledge of the events.44 This becomes 
evident through summarising remarks such as "This slave girl [later] came to 
God's Apostle", "Then she bad a tent" or by "[Often] she used to come to me" 
and "Once I asked her". 'Ä>ishah, too, has been an extemal narrator until riow. 
But her narrative position changes. She becomes an inside narrator by including 
herself in the conversations with the black girl. With 'Ä'ishah's statement that 
she met the slave girl (i.e., the heroine of the narrative), a connection between 
the reality of the fictional narrative and the real world of the outside narrator is 
created.45 The narrative clearly becomes fictionalised, however, without Iosing 
any of its vividness. On the contrary, the fictional world described becomes far 
more conceivable and clear for the reader/listener of the /Jadith. 

3.2.4. fladith A has only one parallel text within the framework ofthe -kutub 
al-tis<ah, whic~ is alsotobe found in al-Bukhärt's Sa~J~-compilation. As far as 

43 According to FüGER (fi1. 3) 276. 

44 According to STANZEL (fu. 3) 261, this special mode of statement can be categorised further as 
»Olympic narration«. 

45 FüGER (fn. 3) 272. 
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content and wording are concemed, in this text B the story about a slave girl 
being accused of theft is almost identically related as in text A. But both te:Xts 
differ completely in the placing ofthe related events within the generat frrune of 
the narrative: in text B the two basic narrative constituents are to be found in the 
mirror image-Iike sequence. Here constituent 1 of text A (the slave girl teils of 
the lost scarf, which was stolen by the kite) is placed at the end. Instead the 
narration begins with constituent 2 ('Ä'ishah recounts her meeting with the slave 
girl and the latter's strange reciting ofverses). Contrary to the chronological way 
of recounting text A, this more artistic arrangement of text B obviously creates 
an inner tension, inspires the reader's imagination and makes him or her curious. 
To attribute the interchanging of main narrative constituents within an otherwise 
constant narrative structure of two comparable texts merely to the initially oral 
transmission of }Jadiths would be an inadequate explanation. It is rather plausible 
to understand this phenomenon against the background of the variable nature 
and technique of fictional narration. So one can vividly imagine how a 
mu{laddith-narrator, in a style similar to the one known from medieval story
tellers ( qu~), relates an interesting story on various occasions. Thereby both 
meaning and basic concept remain the same. But the order of narrative 
constituents or chosen individual terms may differ from one occasion to the 
other without substantially impairing the whole story. Hence 

the "black slave girl" is introduced in A as walidah känat sawdä~ and on 
another occasion, B, as ~ imra>a.h sawcfä> li-baY,l al-Ml1b; 

the "young girl", who lost the scarf, is named in A $llbiyyah, in B 
synonymously ~ juwayriyalr, 

she is described in Aas "wearing a red scarfmade ofleather", wishä.}J a}Jmar 
min suyür, analogously B, ~ wishä.}J min adam. 

3.2.5. In the second example (B) the repositioning of narrative constituents 
and the beginning ofthe narrative, as one may say, from the end ofthe story do 
not give prominence to a gradual or moderate development ofthe events. Instead 
it emphasises the fate of the main heroine and stresses the message of the story!46 

However, the }Jadith's religious-moralistic message in both versions ofthe text is 
the same: in a seemingly hopeless situation an unjustified accusation is finally 
clarified with the help of God. The kite drops the stolen scarf right in front of the 

46 LÄMMERT (fu. 3) 38. 
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people, proving the slave girl's innocence. How else can this be explained for 
believers without God's omnipresence? Consequently, later on the slave girl 
embraces Islam. The narrating and transmitting oftbis illustrative story from the 
early stage of Islam and its fictional dissemination creates and strengthens 
people's trust in God.47 

3.3. The Prophet's Dream Joumey8 

The third l;adith is particularly interesting. ·At the beginning we are briefly told 
that the Prophet after a prayer often asked bis companions about a dream, which 
they then related. As one day ( details of time and l.ocation were not given) 
nobody could recount a dream, the Prophet hirnself recounts one. He teils us 
about how two men took him tö the "Sacred Land" (al-ar(i al-muqaddasah), 
where he is shown different individuals in different Jocations. At each stage of 
his dream trip, the Prophet asks his attendants about the meaning of these 
images. Each time he is told to proceed. Only at the very end do the attendants 
reveal themselves as being the Arehangeis Gabriel and Michael. They now 
explain why sinners have to endure suffering ending only on the Day of 
Judgement and how true believers are rewarded in Paradise. The l;adith starts in 
the conventional manner but develops into a fascinatihg literary account: 

Müsä ibn Ismä'il49 told us: Jarir ihn I:Iäzim50 told us: Abu Rajä:>S 1 told us 

47 The fact that in both versions poetical verses constitute the fiXed point ofthe story reminds us of 
an Arab literary tradition common already in the }ähiliyyah, according to which historical, 
genealogical and lexicographic texts are grouped around verses, which they may initially have 
explained or defined. 

48 $ol.JJI; ai-Bukhart (XII: K a/-janä'iZ}, no. 1386. - This and the other }Jadiths investigated here (see 
3.3.3.) are elaborations of the story of the Prophet's Night Joumey and the Ascent to Heaven 
(isn1'and miTII;), which is known, above all, through the versions given in certain biographical 
and historjographical works, e.g., in the Biography ofthe Prophet by Ibn lsbllq-lbn Hishllm; cf. 
al-S!rah al-nabawiyyah li-Ibn Hishäm. Ed. by M. al-SAQÄ, I. AL-ABYARI and 'A. SHALAB!, vol. I, 
Cairo 1375/1955, 397-408. Eng!. transl. by A. GUILLAUME: The Life of Mohammad Labore 
199611, 181-187. 

49 Abü Salarna Müsli ibn Ismä'll al-Tabüdhaki al-Minqari, informer of al-Bukhärt (Basra, d. 
223/838). 

50 Abill-Nru;lr Janr ibn I:Jäzim ibn Zayd al-Azdl al-'Atakl (Basra, d. 170nR6-7). 
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on the authority of Samurah ihn Jundab52 (R), he said: 

Menever the Prophet 5nished the {moming) prayer., he would 
Jook at us and ask » Which ofyou had a dream last night?<<. 

He (i.e., Samurah) said [also that] ifanyone had seen a dream he 
narrated i~ and the Prophet [ .tinaUJ1 said » Mat Alläh wishes(< [ which 
indicated a good omen]. 

So, one day, he asked us »Did any ofyou have a dream?«. We 
replied 'No~ [Bu~ the Prophet said · 

»I have seen [in dream] last night two men who came to me. They 
took hold of my band, and took me to the Sacred Land. 

[There, I saw] a man sitting and [another] man standing« -
aceortfing to Müsli [ihn Ismii'11J, some of the companions of the 
Prophet said[that the Prophet added describing this other man as]:
»[ standing] with an iron book in his band, pusbing it deep into one 
side of the mouth [ of the seated man] till it reacbes the back of bis 
throat. Then [tearing o:ff one side ofhis mouth] be did the same with 
the other side. In the meantime the first side · of bis mouth became 
nqrmal again. So be repeated the same operation. 

I asked 'What is this?', [but] they ordered me to proceed. 
So we went on till we passed a man lying flat on bis back, and 

another man standing at his bead canying a stone [wbicb fills the band 
(iihi)] or a [smalllump o:fJ rock, crushing the bead ofthe man laying 
down with it. When be struck him, the stone rolled away. So the man 
went to pick it up [again]. But wbenever be returned to him (i.e., the 
lying man), the crusbed bead had returned to its normal state. So the 
man came back and struck him [again and again]. 

I asked 'Who is this?', [but] they ordered me to proceed. 
So we proceeded [till we reached] a hole like an oven with a 

narrow top and wide bottom. Fire was kindling undemeath. So, 
wbenever the flames went up, the people were lifted up to such an 

51 See fn. 26. · 
. 52 Abtl Sa'Id Samurah ibn Jundab al-Fazäri, well-known companion of the Prophet (Basra, d. 

58/678). 
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extent that they were about to get out [ofthe hole]. And whenever the 
fire died down, the people went down into it. There were men and 
warnen, all of them naked. 

I asked 'Who is this?', [but] they ordered me to proceed. 

So we proceeded till we reached a river of blood. A man was 
standing in the middle of it;«- Yazid [ihn Härün]53 and Wahh ihn 
Jarir [ihn .lfäzim]54 said on thc authority of Jarir ihn .lfäzim: - »and 
[ another] was standing at its bank with stones in front ofhim. The man 
in the river came closer. [But] whep. he wanted to come out, the other 
man threw a stone in bis mouth, thus causing him to retreat to bis 
former position. Whenever he set forth to come out, the other would 
throw a stone in bis mouth [again], and he would retreat to bis former 
position. · 

I asked 'What is this?', [but] they ordered me to proceed. 
So we proceeded till we got to a lush green garden with a huge tree. 

An old man and some children were sitting near its trunk. [Suddenly I 
saw] another man near the tree, kindling up fire in front of bim. 

Then my companions made me climb up the tree and enter a hause 
better than I have ever seen. Old men, young men, women and 
children were in it. 

Then my companions took me out [ of this hause], made me climb 
up [further] the tree and enter another hause better and superior [to the 
first one] hosting old and young people. 

I said to them (i.e., my companions) 'Y ou have made me ramble all 
the night. So report to me about what I have seen!' They said "Y es" 
[ and explained to me all that as follows]: 

"As for the one whose cheek you saw being tarn away, he is a liar 
who used to telllies. So people would report on bis authority [lies] till 
bis lies were spread all over the world. And [that's why] he will be 
punished as you have seen till the Day ofResurrection. 

TI1e one whose head you saw being crushed, he is a man whom 

53 Abü Khälid Y azld ibn Hl1!1ln al-Sulaml, infonnant of al-Bukh!irl (Wäsit, d. 206/821-2). 

54 Abni-<Abbas Wahb ibn Jarir ibn I:Iazim al-Azdl, informant of al-Bukhllri (Basra, d. 206/821-1). 
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God taught the Qur'än, but he used to sleep, failing [to recite] it at 
night (fa-Jlilma "imhü), and who did not use to act according to it[ s 
orders] by day. So he will be punished till the Day ofResurrection. 

The pnes you saw in the hole [like an oven ], they are adulterers. 
The ones you saw in the river ofblood, [they are those who] dealt 

in usmy (ribti). 

The old man who was sitting at the base of the tree i.s Abraham, 
and the little children araund him are the offspring ofthe people. 

The one who was kindling the fire is Malik, the gate-keeper of the 
fire ofHell. 

The first hause which you have entered is the hause of common 
believers, and the second hause is of the martyrs. 

I am Gabriel and this is Michael. 
[Now] raise your head!". 
I raised my head and saw a thing like a cloud over me. They said: 

"That is your place". I said: 'Let me enter my place.' They said: "You 
still have life which you have not yet completed. When you complete 
(that remaining portion of your Iife ), then you will enter your place"«. 

3.3.1. This artificially well-elaborated account is of an almost classical 
fictional character. The events are set in a dream. The main characters are dream 
figures, deceased persans and angels. The overall structure of the text, i.e., 
different stages of a joumey, the exciting manner of relating events, the 
stereotypes of question and answer as weil as the final explanation and solution 
of the mysterious images clearly remind one of common narrative pattems (for 
example, in fairy-tales). 

3.3.2. The enormaus allegorical·and highly didactic potential for religious 
and ethical education contribute to the value of the text. Without running the risk 
of over-interpreting the /;Jadith, one should tentatively draw attention to the 
following lessons. They comprise: 

a) Imparting enlightening knowledge ofthe Next World 
strengthening of human belief through detailed knowledge of the Next 
World, its set-up in Paradise and Hell or way of reward, different for ordinary 
believers and martyrs 
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- ranking of angels and Prophets in the Next World 

b) General principles oflslamic belief and its rites 
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- the reciting ofthe Qur'än at night and complying with the rules setdown in 
the Qur'än in daily Iife 
the conversion of the Imäm to believers 

- the sanctioning of dream and the general admissibility of dream explana9on' 
as weil as, according to the Pröphet's practice after prayer, its implementation 

as amodel 
- the great importance of martyrdom 
- the life of a human being is defined by Divine predestination and has to be 

completed according to it 

c) Knowledge ofthe Prophets 
- the continuity of the Prophets, the close relationship of the Arab Prophet to 

his predecessors and their gradual ranking, or, in other words: the highest 
position ofMul).ammad as the Prophets' seal 

- the preferential position of Abraham, as the founder and reformer of the 
monotheist Ka<bah being the first Muslim. 

d) Ethics 
- marking the lie as a great sin; clarification of the power of Iie, which, once 

pronounced, lasts until the end of the world 
- extramaritat intercourse is sin, which will be punished in the Next World 

through torments ofHell 
- usury is a great sin 
- children are free from sin, and deceased children have a favourable fate, 

because they go straight to Paradise 

e) Pedagogics 
- learning and teaching by 'question and answer' is according to the Prophet's 

practice a proper method oflslamic education. 

3.3.3. Muslim I_Iadith criticism classifies the text as "noble tradition, which 
can be traced back to the Prophet" (l;adith shant; martiJ< Ii-1-nabi). The 
guarantors in the isnäd are all regarded as reliable transmitters; the well-known 
Prophet's companion Samurah ihn Jundab appears tobe the 'original guarantor' 
of the text. So, the quotation of this dream account (with its clearly fictitious 
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nature) was for al-Bukhäri no obstacle to including it in his collection of "The 
Sound Traditions'.55 Al-Bukhäri quotes the story in two versions: firstly, the 
version translated here, quoted in The Book on Demise and Funeral, no. 1386 
(marked as ~ A1 in our schematic description);· secondly, in The Book on the 
Explanation of Dreams, no. 7047 ( ~ B), where, in a lengthy and more detailed 
version, for example, a city built of gold and silver bricks is described. Another 
two versions are quoted by Al_lmad ibn I:Janbal. In the Musnad al-BB$liyyin, no. 
19590, he quotes the story once in an even more comprehensive version ( ~ C), 
and another time in a version (no. 19602; ~ A2), which is, in terms of size and 
text stock, almost identical with the first version given by al-Bukhäri (A1). 

A schematic description of the isnäd:; labelling these ]Jadiths visualises the 
divergent paths of their transmission. lt becomes obvious that all four texts can 
be traced back to one »basic story«: matn A1 = A2 B. B :t: C 

al-Bukhart 

A.r 
r·························j-··························: 

Wahb b. Jartr MüSä b. Ismä'll Yazld b. Härün 

[b. I;Iazim] 

~....................................... .. ........ -............................ . 

Ismil'll 

b. Ibrlihlm 

Jartr b Hazim <A. wfb. Abi JamJ!ah 

.. ll.----------------------
Aba R;ljli> <Jmrtin b. Taym 

I 
SAMURAH B. JUNDAB 

M. b. Ja'far 

55 See also HERM.[ANN] REINFRIED: Bräuche bei Zauber und Wunder nach Buchari. Beitrag zur 
alfllrabischen ReligioJJ. Karlsruhe (Badenia) 1915. For the general background and the authority 
of dream in Classical Islam, see LEAH KlNBERG: The standardisation of Qur'an readings. The 
testimonial value of dreams. In: Procetxlings ofthe Colloquium on Arabic GI8l11Inar. Budapest 
Studies in Arabic 3-4. Ed. KINGA DEvENY! and T AMAs IV ANYI. Budapest 1992, 223-238. 
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This stmy was told first by Samurah b. Jundab; he appears to be the eye
witness of the event recounted and, speaking in tenns of technical transmission, 
he is the first or original guarantor common to all isnäm. Starting with the 
second generation oftransmitters, this basic story/ ./;ladith became elaborated and 
diversified through narration and transmission. Within this process the basic 
story became elaborated and shaped step by step into its four most recent textual . 
manifestations. The Iatter were included in standard collections and have been 

preserved as such. As we will see later on, these most recent manifestations of 
text differ slightly but not essentially from each other. In addition, one will also 
conceive that certain narrators at certain Ievels of transmission (in technical 
tenns: the 'common links' and 'partially common links), contributed quite to the 
diversification and narrative elaboration of the basic story. According to our 
scheme, this Iively shaping of text can be expected to a Iarger extent, with regard 
to the older transmitters and, to a Iesser extent, with respect to the younger ones. 

Let us have a closer Iook at these four texts: VersionBand C differ from one 
another conceming length and the stock of words. Both are different in relation 
with A1 and A2• It is remarkable that in B the narrator hirnself has something to 
explain on three occasions ("I think the Prophet said"56

). At the end he even adds 
without any further indication: "Then some Muslims asked: 'Oh, Apostle, what 
about the children of the pagans ... ?' ", what the Prophet readily answered. lf such 
variants of text and additions were to be ascribed only to Samurah, the Prophet' s 
companion, original reporter and witness of the happening, the question would 
have to be raised as to why he related his report about clearly one and the same 
event in four deviating variants. But it is difficult to find a plausible explanation 
for this. However, the infonnation given by the isnäcß offers a better 
understanding of this prob lern. Abü Rajä' figures as the oldest 'common link', 
from whom the paths ramify. This gives reason to assume that Samurah 
recounted the scenario of Mul;lammad's speech ( ~ see C within the narrative 
complex) to Abü RlYä' in the shape of one relatively unifonn »basic text«. First 
Abü Rajä' circulated the story in slightly different versions ( ~ process of 
narrating, A).57 These textual differences were elaborated and further moulded 

56 wa-al;sibu annaha [i.e.,. a/-rasalj qti!a, or: }Jasibtu annaha ktina yaqalu. 

57 This view is supported by the fact that Abü Raja' genernlly played a rern1!fkably active role in 
I;Iad!th transrnission. It can be verified by both inforrnation frorn his biographers and a statistical 
check-up ofthe -kutub al-tis<ah. According to the latter, Abo Rajä' (see fu. 26) appears 67 tirnes 
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by transmitters-narrators of alllater generations, as far as one can see. On doing 
so, every transmitter-narrator may have varied the text slightly but not 
fundamentally. The consequences of such minor changes with regard to the 
apparent tex.tual shape of the story also may have been gradually different at the 
Ievels of aural transmission-narration. This process of transmission by slightly 
elaborating and moulding the story, i.e., by 'fictional narration', first came to an 
end, when the four versions of this story, (i.e., their most recent tex.tual 
manifestations) were included in al-Bukhari's and Ibn ijanbal's written 
compilations. 

3.3.4. The additional iilformation on the process oftransmission by narration, 
which was unexpectedly placed by the medieval compiler directly in the 
account, also makes it obvious that transformation and elabora:tion of a .fzadith 
does not necessarily depend on different ways of transmission; it can be 
transformed instead even on only one path of transmission, especially when such 
a considerable internal potential of fictionality can be observed as it is the case in 
Mul;mmmad's Dream Journey: So, at the beginning of the dream scene "The 
Man in the River of Blood" (i.e., in the very middle of the plot of text A1), al
Bukhari interrupts bis 'quotation-recounting' of Mul;lammad's account by 
introducing two new informants, whose names he bad not mentioned before in 
the isnäd On their authority he adds details and expressions that differ from the 
previous passage. Al-Bukhäri hirnself contributes, thus, to the textual shaping of 
the .fzadith into the form which is apparent now in bis $a]Jil;J collection. But this 
also means that even on the Ievel of transmission-narration directly prior to al
Bukhari, text A1 was exposed to minor diversification with regard to language 
and content, the reason for which is, technically speaking, the 'aural 
transmission', or, applying the findings of modern narratology, the 'transmission 
oftext realised by fictional narration'.58 First such scanty splinters of information 
concerning the course of transmission, recorded by the mui;Iaddith-compiler al-

as guarantor. He figures as a teacher of 17 pupils. He hirnself transmits from 3 older guarantors 
(i.e., 28 times on the authority of'lmrlln ibn I:Iu~yn; 25 times on the companion ofthe Prophet,. 
'Abdallah ibn 'Abbas ibn 'Abdalmunalib; and 15 times on Samurah ibn Jundab). Several times 
Abü Rajä' figures as the earliest authority of a 'report', even in cases when events from pre
lslamic time are recounted (e.g., introduced by "kunna ft 1-fahiliyyah ... ", cf. Sunan ai-Dariml, al
Muqaddimah, no. 4). 

58 I.e., by the informants Wahb ibn Jartr and Yazid ihn Härün to ai-Bukhärl. 
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Bukhart with meticulous precision,59 make visible what is otherwise almest 
impossible to verify: a J;adith text even in the course of only one path of 
transmission was not always a fixed and unified whole. On the contrary, it was 
made up of narrative constituents, sequences and particles that, in fact, could 
vary within the frame of a basic text, the latter remaining in itself complex and, 
according to the criteria applied by the Muslim Science ofTradition, 'authentic'. 

4. Thc cstablishment of fictional n81T8tive as a category ofl:Iadith 

In the face of changing philosophical premises, literary-theoretical research has 
freed itself from the charge of mendacity raised since Plato against fictional 
literature. Today it acknowledges the possibility of a high degree oftruth therein. 
Fictional narration is proclaimed to be a mode of portrayal predominantly 
shaped by taking over ccrtain elements into a text, i.e., by realising a 'selection' of 
what is being narrated and how.60 The application of narratological findings like 
this to the ( canonical) I:Iadith and the understanding of the l;adith as text ( or, in 
other words, as literary entities within a process of transmission realised by 
narration), brings a number of astanishing intemal characteristics of these texts 
to light. These characteristics can, to a certain extent, be generalised with regard 
to the wide range of l;adiths of a comparable nature (i.e., Iongertexts with a non
juridical but thematically broad SPectrum of content; see 2.1., b and b1). They 
may be established as conventions ofthis part ofthe I:Iadith literature. 

4.1. All our l;adith examples, which differ in set-up, structure and content, are 
tobe classified, firstly, notas texts that merely record facts, i.e., notas reports or 
documentaries. With regard to their general mode of portrayal, they, 

59 Conceming some of ai-Bukharl's methodological working rules extracted by later medieval 
scholars, such as Abo Bakr al-I;Iäziml (d. 584/1 18) and Abo 1-Fru;ll al-Maqdisl (507/1113), and 
recent investigation in his $al;i/;l, see SuHAm HAsAN ABDUL-GHAFFAR: Cdticism of Hadith 
among Ml!slims with reference to Sunan ibn Maja. London (fa Ha Pubiishers) 1404/1983, 113-
118. 

60 Selection, as the act of imagination, includes omissions, additions and emphasis. Even if this 
selection as a form ofthe author's or narrator's intention is not necessarily forrnulated expressis 
verbis, it is always latent in fictional texts. Conceming the "three features of narrative in its 
ordinary 'literary' embodiment" and the selection which is marle by a narrator I stocy-teller of all 
events and charncters, see CARR {fit. 15) 57-65. 
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unequivocally, are not reports but narratives. Secondly, according to the 
structure of text they are narratives of events, the Iatter being arranged in thc::ir 
time sequence. In addition, various so-called fictional elements of texf1 caß be 

· detected. These elemertts make up the selection by the first or original 
mu(Jaddithtln ('1111$1, <A>ishah, or Samurah) and, to a more limited extent, by 
later mu(Jaddithtln, of ~what is being narrated and how. By the technique of 
selection the given mu(Jaddith realises the act of fi~tionalisation, i.e., he crosses 
the boundary :from the 'real' to the 'imaginary'.62 Thus,the ground is invented, 
consciously or not, to encourage an image' or even to create a new one. A 
situation is preparec;l in which both the mu(Jaddith and the Iistener or recipient 
(the latter by his individually shaped assimilation ofthe text) have a good Iook at 
such an image. 

The first or original mu(Jadditlrnarrator is always obvious in such a j1adith, 
i.e., he is ei1her directly present or, at least, indirectly implied in narrating the 
events related.63 Sometimes he/she is even part ofthe plot and hence narrates the 
story :from an intemal position. All this means, that he/she may have given the 
basic story of the .(Jadith its ( as it were so: first or original) shape. This evaluation 

· of fictional narration in (non-juridical) I.Iadith differs from ftndings considering 
the established historical narrative traditions (akhbäi); there, ftrstly, "the narrator 
is absent from narration and does not serve as a focus for the reader' s 
perception",64 and, secondly, the text tends "towards a maximum of information 
and a minimum ofinformer"65 c~ factual narration). However, this Observation 
reveals even another aspect of the nature of I.Jadith which seems to be inherent 
aJready in the terminology of the Muslim Science of Tradition, a,lthough it is 
perceived differently there. Thus, medieval scholars distinguished between 
.(Jadith (which means "narrative" or "talk") and khabar (which means "news" or 

61 Such as the lexical meaning of words (i.e., vocabulcuy intentionally used or unconsciously 
altere(l); the encapsulation of the socio-cultural world surrounding the text into the plot; more or 
less concise schemes by which figures and their actions are organised, etc. 

62 Vom Realen zum lmaginiiren, cf. ISER (:fn. 3) 25-27. 

63 Cf. alsoBEAUMONr(fn.21)7. 

64 LEDER (:fn. 21) 307. 

65 BEAUMONr(fn. 21) 8. 

·:.·· 
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"infonnation"; and this clearly irnplies the clairn to provide fucts in a neutral 

.rnode ofstaternent).66 

4.2. All our l;Jadit!B have a ·story. This story is rnade up of diverse narrative 
constituents and sequences, which, in their turn, are variable to a Iirnited extent. 
Generally speaking, characteristics such as a) story, b) narrative constituents and 
c) the cornbination of fictional text elernents are essential features of the

'tellability' of a l;Jadith. First this tellabilif.t7 Ieads to the circurnstance that the 

events or happenings related can be narrated to an audience and may, on 

different occasions, be individually ~ived by it. Tellability irnplies the 

'principle of diversification'. Sirnilar, for example, to rnyths and legends of 
Antiquity or fairy-tales, it prornotes the ernergence of different versions of one 
and the same story or of one 'basic }Jadith text' - in other words: it is its 

challenge. Precisely this can be noted in connection with the story of 1he Red 
Leather Scarf. As the two available versions ofthe l;Jadith show, the events were 
related even in a rnirror irnage-like sequence of rnain constituents and with 
linguistic nuances. However, content., rnessage and even wording in both texts 
are the same. Also M~amrnad's Dream Joumeyis (apart frorn a few contentual 

details, and being aware of the different paths of transrnission over four or five 
generations) alrnost identically related in all its four versions. 

4.3. Considering the technical aspect of transrnission of such a l;Jadith. the 
handing down of a Ionger account by an individual first or oldest mu/laddith 
(narrator) to a given transrnitter (narratee) and so on, appears tobe a procedure, 

recurring at each Ievel of aural transrnission. Thus, the narrating act of an 

individual J;adith recurs at every chronologically definable stage of transrnission. 

A new 'stage' of the given narrative act starts whenever the person to whorn the 
text was narrated (narratee) hirnself transrnits/narrates the l;Jadith to one or 
several rnore recent recipients. Speaking in terms of isnäd research, this rneans 
the former recipient/narratee hirnself becornes a guarantor of a (younger) 

transrnitter.68 

66 Art. l:lad!th. In: El2 III, 23-28. 

67 DANNENBERG(fn. 11) 65 passim with special reference to MARIE-LAURERYAN: Possible Wor!ru; 
Artificiallntelligence and Narrative Theory. Bloornington, Indianapolis (lndiana UP) 1991. 

68 Cf. SEBASTIAN GON1HER, Source Criticisrn and Isnlld Analysis in Classical Arabic Literature. In: 
History and Historiography in Early lslamic Timt:s. [= Stodies in Late Antiquity and Early Islam 
IX.]. Ed. LA WRENCE J. CoNRAD. Princeton (Darwin Press), forthcorning, 1-36. 
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4.4. During each generation, there is, objectively speaking, a vivid potential 
of textual modifications of the {uul!th. Narrative constituents and sequences of 
text may vruy quantitatively speaking (regarding their grammaticat and lexical 
shape) or even change (regarding their arrangement in the actual plot). Btit 
categories such as modification and diversification do not affect the 'basic stmy' 
as Jong as conscious falsification can be ruled out The qad!th continues to be 

basicaJly unchanged. lts content and mes~ge remain the same. It is the 

· interaction of 'narration' and 'fictionalisation', which makes it possible for a 

traßsmitter-narratorto give the qad!th, consciously or not, its actual textual shape 
at ·each stage of transmission. Consequently, this textual shape may differ 
slightly :from the one at the previous stage. But as this transfonnation is always 
restricted to minor changes of the ·~xtemal' shape of the text, it does not affect 
the authenticity or the authentic kernet of qad!th. The fonnal transfonnation 

ultimately comes to an end, when the ./lad!th becomes incorporated in a standard 
collection, hence fixed in a written fonn and sometimes canonised. As long as 
the iSllSdhad no visible flaws, the soundness or authenticity of such a ./lad!th was 
not a CJuestion either for al-Bukhruf9 or other critical I:Jadith scholars. Although 
·different ciiteria were applied to the results fonnulated, recent iSllSdresearch has 
proven that this evaluation is justified, to a much larger extent, than exemplified 
here.70 Taking into account the criteria of narratology, one should therefore 

69 Looking at al-Bukhllrl's $afll/1, the nanatological attempt to trace back modifications in 
nanatives conceming sequences and pieces of infonnation is confinned by linguistics. The 
analysis of the Prophet's sayings in reported speech, quoted on the authority of 'Ä'ishah, 
ascertained that: a) all the texts appear to "have the syntax of Classical Arabic, norined by School 
Grammar" and b) that .typical characteristics of Early-Classical Arabic arenot provable. As a 
result this allows us to conclude that the textual constitution of the respective /;Jadltk; in the fonn 
available to us was marle only after 'linguistic cleansing' by scholars in the classical period of 
Classical Arabic (i.e., second half ofthe eighth centwy, ninth and tenth centuries). See BruGrrn: 
RE!CHEL-BAUMGARlNER: Parameter des Idiolekts des Propheten Mu/;Jammad auf der Grundlage 
des $afii/;J von ai-Bu!Jilrf. (Diss.) Wien 1982, I 09-111; also WOLFDIE'IRICH FISCHER: Grundriß 
der Arabischen Philologie 1: Sprachwissenschaft, Wiesbaden 1982, 43-45. 

70 See especially the important study by GREGOR SCHOELER: Charakter und Authentie der 
muslimischcn Überlieferung über das Leben Mohammcds. Berlin, New York (Walter de 
GruYfer) 1996 (esp. 5, 163-166); here, he diachronically investigates two particulm: Medinian 
traditions, their ways, stages and shapes of appearance On the way of transmission from the 
(actual or allegedly actual) original 'reporter' to the medieval compilators who incorporated the 
texts into · their books. The transformation of /;Jadltls through 'authorial selection' and, as wc 
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designate, firstly, the transmission offictional narratives within the :framework of 
J:ladith as 'a .course of transmission by fictional narration', and, secondly, the 
respective }Jadiths as narrative discourses. "This recounting [ ... ] of one or several 
real or fictitious events communicated by one, two or several [ ... ] narrators [or 
transmitters] constitutes the [fictional] narrative text",71 i.e., in our case, the 
actual }Jadith. 

· 4.5. But one should also draw attention to the following point the mode of 
portrayal, which has been classified by the theory of Iiterature with the modern 
term 'fictional narration', seems to have· not only been a known but a largely 
applied practice among medieval J:ladith- scholars. Accordingly they clearly 
distinguished between al-riwäyah bi-1-1~ (the transmission, authentic in terms 
of wording) and al-riwäya.h bi-1-mana (the transmission authentic in terms of 
meaning), or a combination of both. 72 Obviously they were quite aware of the 
circumstanee that a narrator may forget nru:nes of characters, · places or exact 
dates, that he replaces one name with another, or uses synonyms for particular 
expressions. All this is evident in canonicalJ:Iadith.73 But it seems to have been 

would say, by fictionalising the events narrated, becomes excitingly obvious in this study. See 
also HARALD MoTZKI who argues in favour of not only considering the isnlidJ of given /;Jaditlz; 
but investigating complementarily the relevant texts within the frarnework of · their 
chronologically. defined Überliefenmgsgeschichte, i.e., the historically determined 'process of 
transmission'. Cf. HARALD MoTZKI: Quo vadis .lfad/fForschung? Eine kritische Untersuchung 
von G.H.A. Juynboll: ,,N!lfi' the mawla of'Umar, and his position in Muslim }:ladlth Literature", 
2 parts. In: Der Islam (Harnburg) 73 (1996), 40-80 and 193-231, esp. 228. 

71 This fmding by common themy ofliterature exactly describes also IIIlYor aspects oftransmission 
in }:ladlth; cf. SEYMOUR CHA1MAN: Story and Discourse, Nanative Structure in Fiction and Film. 
London (Ithaca) 1978, 26. 

72 We can verify the 'transmission authentic in terms of meaning' by plenty of information given in 
the -kutub al-tis"ah. There are expressionssuch as wa-alf.S?;uhum mutaqlfribah (ca 16 times in 
$a/;JI/;1 Muslim (fu. 33), e.g., no. 1873) or wa-taqlirabli fi-1-l~(ca 20 times in $a/;JI/;1 Muslim, 
e.g., no. 904); /;laddathanli Hlii11n ibr( Ma7tlfwa-Mu/;lammad ibn <A.bblid, wa-taqlirabli D I~ al
/;ladith wa~l-siytlq 11-HliitJn and the like (e.g., $a/;JI/;1 Muslim, no. 3014); al-Inll'i111 Wll/;lid, 
kulluhum '8n ... ( e.g., Sunan Abi Dawnd (fu. 23), no. 4282); wa-1-1~ qarJb '8n alfli:Phim ( e.g., 
$a/;JI/;1 Muslim, no. 769); al-ma'i111 Wli/;lid wa-1-ikhblir D /;ladlth ... and the like ( e.g., Abü Dawnd, 
no. 4708); al-Nasa'I in his Sunan entitles 17 times whole passages with ikhtillif a.lilJ.l al-naqi!In b
khabar ... ; expressions such as al-ma'i1li Wll/;lid qala are to be found ca 50 times in $a/;1l(J al
Tirmidhi, Sunan Abi Dawnd and Musnad Al,unad ihn }:lanbal). 

73 In our frrst exarnple Abü Rl!ja' was still able to narne some ofthe acting people, but 'Awfhad 
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of secondary importance in the first three or four centuries oflslam as long as the 
basic message, inherent in l;adith, remained unchanged. During that time (i.e., 
under circumstances of an orally dominated system of transmission, before its 
standardisation, and before the creation ofwritten standard ijadith compendia in 
the 9th and I Oth centuries A.D.) precisely this scholarly attitude may have 
greatly influenced the establishment of a practicable platform of handing down 
l;adiths from one generation to the next and its evaluation. In this respect, some 
judgements, elaborated by Western research on ijadith, reflecting upon the 
existence of different J;adith 'versions', may change from calling it 'falsification' 
to determining it as 'fictional narration'. In medieval times trustworthy 
transmitters were to ensure that falsification shöuld not happen. Therefore it may 
be that the Science ofTradition put such an emphasis on the biographies and the 
generat trustworthiness of transmitters while almost neglecting the observation 
ofthe l;adithtexts themselves.74 

4.6. In addition to this, one can note that the scanty and - conceming the plot 
- one-way mode of narration as well as the extensive usage of reported speech 
are characteristics of fictional narratives in the ijadith. The sparingly developed 
images of the characters seem to be their exposition. Individual cases, parts of 
daily life and situations are only related in fragments. Hardly any attempts are 
made to individualise the characters. Instead features of characters are directly 
qualified by putting emphasis on their behaviour and by quoting their statements 
in the form of reported speech or in dialogues. Emotions and motives are only 
mentioned whenever they are necessary for the plot or, not least, for the 
'message' of the J;adith.75 These peculiarities of text and the fact that the fictional 

forgotten the names that Abü Raja' had told him. 

7 4 It may also be interesting to consider to what extent both the narrative elements in the Qur'an and 
fictional narration within the framework of}Jadlth may have influenced other narrative genres of 
Medieval Arabic Iiterature. Conceming the latter, see SABRJ 1-IAFEZ: The Genesis of Arabic 
Narrative Discourse. A Study in the Sociology of Modem Arabic Literature. London (Saqi 
Books) 19931, p. 269, fn. 4. 

75 This way of narration resembles the ayyäm al-'arab Iiterature or, to a certain extent, the Jewish 
Aggadah. However, in both cases the contrast between 'factual' (= historical) and 'fictional' 
narration also remains somewhat unclear. For "extemal similarities" and "similarities between the 
subject rnatters" of }Jadith and Aggadah, and for the "Semitic heritage and the Semitic spirit 
which was common to both nations", see LEVI JACOBER: The Traditions of al-Bukhärl and their 
Aggadic Parallels. (Diss.) Toronto 1935, xviii-xix, xxiii-xxiv. Conceming degree and function of 
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narratives investigated here show a high degree of 'similarity' (Germ.: 
Gleichnischaraktei) constitute their allegorical and symbolic mannerism. All 
these /;ladiths have a message to the recipient, which exceeds the relationship of 
reality experienced by Muslims in early Islamic tim es. They present the recipient 
with a different world, which competes with reality. By means of arranging
and fictionalising - the elements of the world of experience of a former 'ideal' 
generation (and, accordingly, ofthe glory ofthe 'ideal' world in early Islam), the 
recipient is left to hirnself to draw his conclusions and lessons from the 
happenings recounted. The allegory inherent in these /;ladiths establishes, in fact, 
an exemplary connection between one sphere of existence (1. the 'story time' of 
the /;ladith) and others (2. the 'story-telling times' as shown by isnäd, and 3. the 
'time ofreception' ofthe story afterthe canonisation ofthe /;ladith).76 

4.7. But, at any time, this imaginary disposition ofthe /;ladiths, expressed in 
simple words and with a relatively plain plot, grips the reader or listener. It 
encourages people to use their own imagination and it makes the exemplary 
nature of past events emerge in their hearts. A believer may often not only 
perceive the Prophet or his closest companions speaking and acting in these 
texts, but the realisation ofthe Divine plan. He may conceive God himself.77 It is 
particularly this imaginary disposition which has constituted the great 
educational potential of the I:Iadith and its charismatic character until today. 

4.8. These fictional narratives in I:Iadith thematise a concrete human 
encounter with its causes and consequences. They confront the recipient with the 
actions or the individual fates. in a mostly decisive situation or stage of life. This 
is obvious in our first but especially in version B of our second example: the 
slave girl's seemingly hopeless situation is clarified with the help of God. 
Consequently, she finally embraces Islam. The entire. plot is tersely described 
concerning this particular incident?8 

-------------------------------
allegmy ln the Aggadah, see EDMUND S1EIN: Die allegorische Exegese des Philo aus Alexandn'a. 
Gießen (A. Töpelmaim Verlag) 1929, esp. 15-18. 

76 BERTIIOFF(fn. 3) 269; BEAUMONT(fn. 21) 22; JAHN(fn. 3) 31. 

77 See ALEXANDER DEMANDT: Metaphem für Geschichte. Sprachbilder und Gleichnisse im 
historisch-politischen Denken. München (Beck) 1979, esp. 75. 

78 LÄMMERT(fn. 3) 36-37. 
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These }J.adiths correspond, to a considerable degree, to allegorical texts 
known from other coltures and religions.'9 One can call them 'example }J.adiths'. 
Bot the exemplary character ofthe incident (or ofthe miracoloos st01y) related 
in these l;.adiths, is asserted first by the process of its transmission by narratiori. 
First this transmission by narration can reflect the narrator's and the recipient's 
belief in the incident narrated. The recipient of an example l;.adith responds to 
the 'narration' of the incident or miracle, bot notto the incident or miracle itself. 
Hence, here as in other narrative literatures,80 the motive ofnarrating appears to 
have become an integral part of the l;.adith. As a result, at every definable stage 
the narrative discourse of the l;.adith may also reflect, to some extent, the 
listener's/reader's mental identification with the message ofthe given text.81 

These findings in addition to the detection of the fictional nature of parts of 
the I:Iadith literature, by no means, restriet their importance as a source only to 
literary, intellectual, sociological or other aspects of research with a rather broad 
coltural backgroond. On the contrary, if the focus of such investigations was 
broader and both the narrative character and the pecoliarities of its, in part, 
fictional nature were reflected, research on I:Jadith could be very significant for 
working out historical truth contained in I:Jadith texts. lt can make not only an 
e!1ioyable or instructive 'story' conceivable but 'history' itself.82 

79 For example, to the more thoroughly investigated Parables of Jesus. To work out expected 
parallels is reserved, however, to thorough hermeneutic research. See also WOLFGANG 
HARNisCH: Die neutestamentliche GleichnisfOrschung im Hodzont von Henneneutik und 
Literaturwissenschaft Dannstadt (Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft) 1982, esp. p. 9, 17 and 
20-58. 

80 K.V. Ösrov: Das Problem der Kategorie mündlicher Volksprosa nicht-märc":henhaften 
Charakters. In: Fabula(Berlin) 9 (1967) 27-40, esp. 34. 

81 G. THEnlEN: Urchristliche Wunde.rgeschichten. Ein Beitrag zur Wangeschichtlichen Erforschung 
der synoptischen Evangelien. [= Studien zum Neuen Testament 8] Gütersloh 1974, 168. 
WOLFGANG HARNisCH: Die Gleichniserzählungen Jesu. Eine henneneufische Einführung. 2., 
durchgesehene Auflage. Göttingen (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht) 1990, esp. 174-175. 

82 Conceming individuality, temporality and historicity in the context ofnarrative structure oftext,· 
see W ALTER SCHIFFELS: Geschichte(n) Eizählen. Über Geschichte, Funktionen und Fonnen 
historischen EIZiihlens. [= Thoode - Kdtik- Geschichte VII, ed. HELMuT KREuZER] Kronbergt 
Ts. (Scriptor Verlag) 1975, esp. the chapter on 'history in stories', 67 pp.; also CARR (fu. 15), 
I 00-121; and esp. the chapter on "narrativ-fiktionale Geschichtsdarstellung vs. Historiographie". 
In: NÜNNING (fu. 6) 153-205. 
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Nevertheless, apart from historical facts or juridical issues possibly preserved 
or dealt with in these texts, it is their three-dimensional constitution - i.e., a) 
transmission by narration, b) narration by fictionalisation and c) fictionalisation 
provoking imagination -, which enables us to understand this kind of classical 
Arabic text as 'fine' literature, and to investigate or to enjoy it as such. In 
conclusion, another important aspect of the B:adith has been revealed, i.e., its ' 
central significance in the formulation and transmission of religious, ethical or 
educational 'messages' of early Islam to the Muslim believers, and, thus, to 
human civilisation in general. 
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